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Atomistic Simulation Methods - General Features

• References:
– A. R. Leach, Molecular Modelling, 2nd ed., Ch. 6, 8, Prentice
Hall (2001)
– D. Frenkel and B. Smit, Understanding Molecular Simulation,
2nd ed., Academic Press (2002)
– M. P. Allen and D. J. Tildesley, Computer Simulation of
Liquids, Clarendon Press, Oxford (1987)
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Atomistic Simulation Methods - General Features

• In these methods the equations of statistical mechanics are solved
numerically. The two principal methods are Monte Carlo (MC) and
Molecular Dynamics (MD)
• In atomistic (molecular) simulation we must first specify the molecular
model:
- For fluids this consists of specifying equations for the intermolecular
forces, intramolecular forces, molecular mass
- For some heterogeneous systems, e.g. colloids, composites, fluid-solid
systems, we often need to specify, in addition, the space coordinates of
solid atoms, and this becomes part of the model
• The equations of statistical mechanics are then solved ‘exactly’, without
further approximation
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Diffusion Mechanism of Argon in (25,0)
Bundle SWCNTs at 120 K

P/Po = 0.00005

For single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT’s) we must decide on a
model for the C atoms. They can be rigidly fixed in space, or we can
allow them to move about their lattice positions. Even at low pressure,
there is very little effect of flexibility for argon in a SWCNT bundle. More
attractive fluids have been shown to have a stronger influence of
flexibility at low loading (work of Fred Keil and co-workers).
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Atomistic Simulation Methods - General Features
• Uses:
1. Test model by comparing simulated and experimental properties. Then
use model in further simulations to carry out “experiments” not possible
in the laboratory, e.g. critical points for molecules that decompose below
Tc, properties of molten salts, long-chain hydrocarbon properties at very
high pressures, properties of confined nano-phases, etc.
2. Fundamental studies, e.g. to determine the range of validity of Kelvin’s
equation, Fick’s law of diffusion, Newton’s law of viscosity, etc.
3. Test theories by comparing theory and simulation
Laboratory
experiment
Model

Molecular
simulation

Theory

Theory
+ model
Theory
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Simulation Methods - General Features
• Uses:
- Industrial applications:
 Design new products: site specific drugs, new polymers, inhibitors or
initiators for crystal growth, solvents for paints, CFC replacements,
catalysts, etc.
 Optimization of existing processes: chemical and physical data for
process simulators
• The cost of experiments in the laboratory is too high in $ and time to cover
more than a fraction of the possible studies. For example, for VLE:
- Cost of 1 state point (T for pure; T, x for binary): ~ $3,000 (2 days)
- Number of commercially important pure substances: ~ 1,000
- Number of commercially important binary mixtures: ~ 500,000
- Number of commercially important ternary mixtures: ~ 170,000,000
- Cost for VLE for all pure substances (10 pts/compound): ~ $30 million
- Cost for VLE for all binary mixtures (10T and 6x values): ~ $90 billion
- Cost for VLE for all ternary mixtures (10T and 36x values): ~ $180 trillion
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Industrial Applications
• K. E. Gubbins and N. Quirke, Molecular
Simulation and Industrial Applications,
Gordon and Breach (1996)
• P. Ungerer, B. Tavitian and A. Boutin,
Applications of Molecular Simulation in the
Oil and Gas Industry: Monte Carlo
Methods, Editions Technip, Paris (2005)
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The Monte Carlo Method
• The Monte Carlo method, as used in statistical
mechanics, is a stochastic method, and was developed
at the Los Alamos National Laboratory by Nicholas
Metropolis and coworkers, encouraged by Stanislaw
Ulam and John von Neuman, who were quick to see the
possibilities for such “statistical sampling methods” once
the first electronic computer, ENIAC (Electronic
Numerical Integrator and Computer), became available
~1945 at the University of Pennsylvania.
N. Metropolis, A.W. Rosenbluth, M.N. Rosenbluth, A.H.
Teller and E.Teller, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 1087 (1953)
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Nicholas Metropolis (1915-1999)
• Greek American mathematician, physicist,
and computer scientist
• Ph.D. (1941) degree in experimental physics
at the University of Chicago.
• April 1943, a member of the original staff of
fifty scientists at LANL (Los Alamos)
• Worked with Edward Teller to develop the
Monte Carlo method
• Developed early high-speed electronic
digital computers – MANIAC 1 and 2
(Mathematical Analyzer Numerical Integrator
And Computer)

Nicholas Metropolis (front) and
Jim Richardson (back) in front of
MANIAC computer (1950s)
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Brief Account of MC
Monte Carlo (MC)
• If we want to know some (mechanical) property
we can get it from an ensemble average

In the canonical ensemble,

• In MC a random number generator is used to move the molecules. The
moves are accepted or rejected according to a recipe that ensures
configurations have the Boltzmann probability proportional to e-βH (or
e-βu for configurational properties).
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Brief Account of MD
Molecular Dynamics (MD)

• Molecules move naturally under their own intermolecular forces.
• Positions and velocities of each molecule are followed in time by solving
Newton’s (and Euler’s, for non-spherical molecules) equations of motion.
• Then

• According to the ergodic hypothesis, the time average and ensemble
averages are equal, so
• First MD in 1957 for hard spheres: B. J. Alder and T.E. Wainwright,
J. Chem. Phys. 27, 1208 (1957)
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Berni J. Alder (1925- )

Standing: Berni Alder
Sitting: Mary Ann Mansigh
Tom Wainwright
(ca.1962)

Credit: http://photos.aip.org/history/Thumbnails/
alder_berni_c1.jpg

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ca. 2008

Credit: http://news.engineering.ucdavis.edu/das
/index.html?param=7a4517ac456c72b8558a673435c20a62

First MD in 1957 (Lawrence Berkeley NL): B. J. Alder and T.E. Wainwright,
J. Chem. Phys. 27, 1208 (1957)
Born in Germany as a Swiss citizen
Came to United States in 1941 prior to US’s entrance into WWII
PhD from Caltech working with John Kirkwood (although not thesis advisor)
After PhD went to Livermore National Lab and worked with Edward Teller
– Worked on developing equations of state for weapons development
– Taught in the Chemistry Department at Berkeley
Developed the Molecular Dynamics method with Tom Wainwright (1955 – 1956).
Teller predicted MD would not be competitive with Monte Carlo as it was more
complicated
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Brief Account of MC, MD
N ~ 100 – 100,000
Periodic boundaries
Prescribed intermolecular potential

Monte Carlo

Molecular Dynamics

Specify N, V, T

Specify N, V, E

Generate random moves

Solve Newton’s equations Fi = mi ai

Sample with P α exp(-! /kT)

Calculate ri(t), vi(t)

Obtain equilibrium properties

Take averages

Take averages

Obtain equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties
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Features Common to MC and MD

• We will get accurate results for our model system, provided:
- N is large enough
- run is long enough
- we avoid metastability trapping
- unwanted boundary effects are minimized
• Runs typically involve N up to 100,000 and real times up to
10-100 ns. However, with current machines it is possible to
study N up to several billions, and times up to 1 µs.
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Features Common to MC and MD
• Dimensions and units - magnitudes
 Typical simulation size very
small: 1000 – 50,000 atoms
 Important extensive quantities
small in magnitude when
expressed in macroscopic
units
 Small numbers are
inconvenient
 Two ways to magnify them:
1) work with atomic-scale
units: ps, au, nm or Å
2) make dimensionless with
characteristic values: model
values of size, energy, mass
taken from Dr. D. A. Kofke’s lectures on Molecular Simulation, SUNY Buffalo
http://www.eng.buffalo.edu/~kofke/ce530/index.html
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Features Common to MC and MD
• Dimensions and units - scaling
 Scaling by model parameters
 size σ	

 energy ε	

 mass m
 Choose values for one atom/
molecule pair potential
arbitrarily
 Other model parameters given
in terms of reference values
 e.g., ε2/ε1 = 1.2
 Physical magnitudes less
transparent
 Sometimes convenient to scale
coordinates differently

taken from Dr. D. A. Kofke’s lectures on
Molecular Simulation, SUNY Buffalo
http://www.eng.buffalo.edu/~kofke/ce530/index.html
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Features Common to MC and MD
• Dimensions and units - scaling
 Lennard-Jones potential in
dimensionless form

 Parameter independent!
 Dimensionless properties must also
be parameter independent
 convenient to report properties in
this form, e.g. P*(ρ*)
 select model values to get actual
values of properties
 Basis of corresponding states
 Equivalent to selecting unit value for
parameters
taken from Dr. D. A. Kofke’s lectures on Molecular Simulation, SUNY Buffalo
http://www.eng.buffalo.edu/~kofke/ce530/index.html
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Features Common to MC and MD

• For

many problems the boundary effects can be minimized by
the use of periodic boundary conditions (PBC). The sample of
interest is surrounded by replicas of itself, in which all molecules
in each replica have the same position, orientation, velocity,
etc., as the corresponding molecule in the central box. To avoid
spurious correlations between molecules with their images
in neighboring boxes, N must be sufficiently large so that the
interaction range is less than ½ of the box length. For bulk fluids,
using PBC we can often get good results with a few hundreds
or thousands of molecules.
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Features Common to MC and MD
Schematic representation of
periodic boundary conditions
for a two-dimensional system.
The dashed circle shows the
cutoff radius (L/2) and the
minimum image convention.
taken from Gubbins and
Quirke.
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Features Common to MC and MD
• It is common to cut the potential at some distance r
1. Cutoff potential:

uc

for r
for r

The cutoff distance must be chosen
so that rc ≤ ½L, where L = box length.
Can’t be used for ionic fluids – violates
neutrality

≤ rc
> rc

2. Cut + shifted potential:

ucs

= rc

for r
for r

≤ rc
> rc

- There is still a discontinuity in the force at r

= rc

3. Cut + shifted force: This can be avoided by using a cut and shifted force:

ucsf

for r12 ≤ rc
for r12 > rc
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Features Common to MC and MD

taken from M. P. Allen and D. J. Tildesley, Computer Simulation of Liquids (1987)
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Features Common to MC and MD
• Minimum image convention
Consider molecule 1 in figure. It interacts with the closest periodic images
of the other molecules: 2, 3E, 4E, 5C
The minimum image convention in a
two-dimensional system. The central
box contains five molecules. The ‘box’
constructed with molecule 1 at its
center also contains five molecules.
The dashed circle represents a potential
cutoff. If the potential outside the cutoff
is zero, molecule 1 would interact with
molecules 2 and 4E.
Generally used with truncated potentials;
note that the simple cut off potential
should not be used in MD simulations
as the system would no longer conserve
energy.
figure taken from M. P. Allen and D. J.
Tildesley, Computer Simulation of
Liquids (1987)
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Features Common to MC and MD
• Neighbor lists
- Verlet (1967) suggested keeping a list of the near neighbors for a
particular molecule, which is updated periodically.
- Between updates of the list, the program does not check through all the
molecules, just those on the list, to calculate distances and minimum
images, check distances against cutoff, etc.
- For details check Leach; Frenkel & Smit; Allen & Tildesley
• Solid phases
- If solid phases are present, N and also the cell size and shape must be
chosen so that the PBC’s can generate a perfect lattice; e.g. for Ar this
is a fcc structure, then a cubic box with N = 4n3 is appropriate, where
n is an integer. Thus, N could be 108 (n = 3), 256 (n = 4), 500 (n = 5),
864 (n = 6), etc.
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Features Common to MC and MD
• Generating an initial configuration
 Placement on a lattice is a common choice for small molecules
 gives rise to “magic” numbers frequently seen in simulations
 2D: N = 2n2 (8, 18, 32, 50, 72, 98, 128, …)
 3D: face-center cubic (fcc);
N = 4n3 (32, 128, 256, 500, 864, 1372, 2048,…)
 Other options involve “simulation”
 place at random, then move to remove overlaps
 randomize at low density, then compress
 other techniques invented as needed
 Orientations done similarly
 lattice or random, if possible
hexagonal
incompatible
 MD requires also initial velocities
with cubic PBC
 will be discussed later
taken from Dr. D. A. Kofke’s lectures on Molecular Simulation, SUNY Buffalo
http://www.eng.buffalo.edu/~kofke/ce530/index.html

PBC
image
atoms
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Features Common to MC and MD

• Equilibration
This simulation period can be monitored in several ways:
- Check instantaneous values of properties: potential energy, pressure, etc.
- If initial configuration was a lattice, track the “melting” of the lattice by
monitoring order parameters measuring translational order (e.g., Verlet)
and/or rotational order (e.g. Viellard-Baron). For definitions, see Leach,
pp. 321-323; Allen & Tildesley, pp. 171-172.
- Monitor mean squared displacements of molecules
- Check radial distribution
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Difficult Systems
• Long-time phenomena – currently requiring over 1 µs of real time. Some
examples are dynamics of polymers, proteins; self-assembly in solution or
on surfaces; some phase transitions, e.g., hydrate formation
• Systems with long-range coulombic forces: fused salts, electrolytes.
Ewald sums are used to correct for long-range effects (see Leach, pp.
334-343; Allen & Tildesley, pp. 156-162; Frenkel & Smit, pp. 292-306)
• Systems near a critical point, where the correlation length ξ grows to
infinity at the CP. As the CP is approached along the critical isochore, for
a 3D system:
(scaling law)
where ξ0 ~ 0.2 nm for many fluids of small molecules.
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Difficult Systems
If we take ξ0 = 0.2 nm, Tc = 300 K

T – Tc

10 K
1K
0.01 K

ξ	


1.7 nm
7.3 nm
130 nm

The box length L must be greater than ξ. Thus for N = 1000, for a dense
liquid L ~ 3 nm. We can only go within 10-12 K of CP; if we go closer, we
will need bigger boxes, larger N (unless we use special simulation
techniques, such as histogram reweighting)
• The system may get trapped in metastable states. This is a common
problem in phase transitions, protein folding, polymer studies, etc. For
phase transitions can calculate free energies and find the “thermodynamic
transition” (where µα = µβ or Ωα=Ωβ). Can also use advanced simulation
techniques to overcome metastability problems (parallel tempering,
non-Boltzmann sampling)
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Differences Between MC and MD
• MD gives information about dynamical behavior, as well as equilibrium,

thermodynamic properties. Thus, transport properties can be
calculated. MC can only give static, equilibrium properties
• MC can be more easily adapted to other ensembles:
- µ, V, T (grand canonical)
- N, V, T (canonical)
- N, P, T (isobaric-isothermic)
• In MC motions are artificial - in MD they are natural
• In MC we can use special techniques to achieve equilibrium quickly.
For example, can ‘observe’ formation of micelles, slow phase
transitions. In MD we cannot ‘speedup’ equilibration.
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OUTLINE
Why Molecular Dynamics?
Verlet’s method and other methods
Choosing a time step
Calculating properties
Time correlation functions
Constraint dynamics
Molecular Dynamics in different ensembles
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Why Molecular Dynamics?
• Drawbacks of Monte Carlo (MC) methods:
– Cannot obtain phenomenological coefficients for
nonequilibrium processes (e.g. diffusivity, viscosity,
reaction rate constants, etc.). There is no ‘time’ in MC,
and so we cannot observe the natural motion of
molecules. In MD time is included explicitly and
molecular motions are natural.
– Difficult to model systems with >2-body contributions
(e.g. most atomistic force fields, which have terms
involving bond and torsion angles, etc.). Moving one
particle at a time is inefficient. In MD the whole system
evolves together under the influence of all interactions.
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Contributions to Potential Energy
• Total pair energy breaks into a sum of terms

Intramolecular only

• Ustr - stretch

• UvdW - van der Waals

• Ubend - bend

• Uel - electrostatic

• Utors - torsion

• Upol - polarization

• Ucross - cross Mixed terms
taken from Dr. D. A. Kofke’s lectures on Molecular Simulation, SUNY Buffalo
http://www.eng.buffalo.edu/~kofke/ce530/index.html
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MD: Newton’s equations
• How does it work?
– Newton’s equations of motion for the N-particle system:
(1)
where:

– In MD these equations are solved numerically to obtain the time
evolution of the system under the given potential.
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MD: Newton’s equations
• How does it work?
– Newton’s equations of motion for the N-particle system:
(1)
– In order to solve this set of 3N second-order differential equations,
we need 6N initial conditions:
• Initial positions are chosen to avoid having large forces at the
beginning of the simulation. For simple systems (e.g. Argon) this
can be done by placing atoms on a lattice (e.g. fcc). For complex
systems (e.g. a protein), need to first use a minimization
(‘Molecular Mechanics’) algorithm - see later.
• Initial velocities are sampled from a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution.
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MD: Newton’s equations
• How does it work?
– Newton’s equations of motion for the N-particle system:
(1)
– There are several approximate methods to solve this system of
equations. Some commonly used methods are:
•
•
•
•
•

Verlet’s method.
The Leap Frog method.
Velocity Verlet algorithm.
Beeman’s algorithm.
Gear predictor-corrector methods.
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MD: Verlet’s Method
• Loup Verlet [Phys. Rev. 159, 98 (1967)] was the first to
carry out MD for a realistic continuous intermolecular
potential (Lennard-Jones) and his algorithm is still widely
used. The position of molecule i at time t+δt is related to
the position at time t by a Taylor series:
(2)

• Similarly, for time t-δt we have:
(3)
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MD: Verlet’s Method
• If we add equations (2) and (3), we get:
(4)

• If we subtract (3) from (2), we find:
(5)

• Equation (4) is used to obtain the positions at time t+δt,
• Equation (5) is used to calculate the velocities at time t.
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MD: Other Methods
• Leap Frog Method (see next slide):

– Avoids adding terms of different orders.
– Positions and velocities are, however, known at different times.

• Velocity Verlet algorithm:

– Positions and velocities are updated at the same time.
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MD: Leap Frog Algorithm
Define the velocity at half-integer time steps by:

and
From the last eqn.
The velocity at t+δt/2 is first calculated from vi at t- δt/2 and ai at
t, using (7), then the positions ri(t+δt) and ri(t) are calculated
from these velocities using eqn. (6). Eqn. (7) is just a Taylor
series expansion of vi(t+δt/2) about vi(t-δt/2). Thus, the
velocities ‘leap frog’ over the positions to give their values at t
+δt/2.
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MD: Other Methods
• Beeman’s algorithm:

– Velocities more accurate, but requires more memory.

• Gear predictor-corrector methods:
–
–
–
–
–

First predict new values of , , , and even .
Then use predicted values to obtain improved (corrected) values.
Can iterate the corrector formulas to get better and better values.
Methods of various orders are available.
Better than simpler methods for short time steps, worse for longer
time steps.
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MD: Other Methods
Mean square deviation of
the total energy/mol. vs.
time step (reduced units)
for different methods:
Circles: Velocity Verlet
Squares: 4th-order Gear
Triangles: 5th-order Gear
Diamonds: 6th-order Gear
As time step becomes
larger, lower order
methods become better.
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MD: The time step
• The time step δt should be:
– Small enough so that truncation errors from the
numerical method are negligible. This is usually tested
by monitoring the total energy of the system as a
function of time. If energy is not conserved, it means that
δt is too big.
– Big enough so that the desired real time is covered with
a minimum number of time steps.
• A rule of thumb is that the energy of the system should be
constant to within 0.01% over the run.
Typically, this
requires us to pick δt ~ one tenth of the characteristic time
of the fastest vibration in the system. For atoms or rigid
molecules this is usually of the order of 10 fs = 10-14 s.
Thus, for a typical system it takes ~ 100000 time steps to
model 1 ns of real time. For flexible molecules we may
need a time step of about 1 fs=10-15s.
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MD: The time step
• It is possible to look at longer time scales by removing the
fastest degrees of freedom from the system. Some ways to
do this are:
– Treat the parts of the system involved in the fast mode
(e.g. C-H vibrations) as a single particle, i.e. coarse grain
out the fast degrees of freedom. This is done, for
example, in the “united atoms” force fields.
– Constrain the fast modes (see later).
• The contribution of the fast modes to the system’s
properties, if needed, must be added later. This assumes
that the dynamics of the faster modes are uncoupled from
the rest of the system.
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MD: Initializing Complex Systems
• In simple systems, the initial positions are often assigned by
placing atoms or molecules on a lattice. This guarantees
that the initial forces are small.
• In complex systems (e.g. proteins, polymers, etc.), it is
usually not possible to start the simulation by placing atoms
on a lattice. It is, however, important to start from a
configuration where forces are small to avoid numerical
errors. This is why in most MD simulations of complex
systems people minimize the potential energy before
starting the simulation.
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MD: Initializing Complex Systems
• Some optimization methods often used for energy
minimization (also known as “Molecular Mechanics”
methods):
–
–
–
–
–

Powell’s method
Steepest descent (Cauchy’s) method
Conjugate gradients method
Newton’s method
Quasi-Newton methods, for example:
• Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno’s method (BFGS)
• Davidson-Fletcher-Powell’s method (DFP)
– Geometry optimization using Direct Inversion in the
Iterative Subspace (GDIIS)
– See Leach, Chapter 5
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MD: Initializing Complex Systems
• Powell’s method does not require calculating forces or their
derivatives, but it often requires many steps to converge.
• Gradient-based methods (steepest descent, conjugate
gradients) typically take more steps to converge than
Newton’s method, quasi-Newton methods or GDIIS. They
are, however, more robust and do not require derivatives of
the forces.
• Newton’s method requires the least number of steps, but
requires computing the derivatives of the forces at each
step (expensive!)
• Quasi-Newton methods and GDIIS also require fewer steps
than gradient-based methods, but they require more
memory. They can also have convergence problems,
especially when there are many stationary points in the
potential energy around the minimum sought.
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MD: Calculating Properties
• Just as in MC, an MD simulation has an equilibration phase
and a production phase. During the equilibration phase,
properties such as the temperature, pressure, etc. drift
towards their equilibrium values.

• During the production phase, equilibrium properties can be
obtained by directly averaging their instantaneous values.

• The new thing in MD is the fact that we can compute
dynamic (time-dependent) quantities. But first we need a
couple of definitions...
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MD: Time Correlation Functions
• A time correlation function measures how two variables are
correlated over time. When the two variables are different, we
have a cross-correlation function, and when they are equal, it
is an autocorrelation function:

• Most phenomenological coefficients for dynamic processes
are related to integrals of autocorrelation functions. A relation
between a transport coefficient and an integral of a timecorrelation function is called a Green-Kubo equation.
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MD: Time Correlation Functions
• Examples of Green-Kubo equations:
Self-diffusivity (Einstein’s equation)

Velocity
autocorrelation
function

Mean squared
displacement
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MD: Time Correlation Functions
• Examples of Green-Kubo equations:
Self-diffusivity (Einstein’s equation)
Viscosity

Stress
autocorrelation
function
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MD: Time Correlation Functions
• Examples of Green-Kubo equations:
Self-diffusivity (Einstein’s equation)
Viscosity
Electrical conductivity

Charge flux
autocorrelation
function
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MD: Time Correlation Functions
• Examples of Green-Kubo equations:
Self-diffusivity (Einstein’s equation)
Viscosity
Electrical conductivity
Electric susceptibility
(for dilute system)

Dipole autocorrelation function
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MD: Time Correlation Functions
• Example: Velocity autocorrelation function for liquid and gaseous Argon.
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MD: Time Correlation Functions
• Example: Dipole autocorrelation function for CO in different solvents.
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MD: Constraints
• As we mentioned earlier, there are some cases when we
would like to constrain some degrees of freedom.
Examples:
– There are very fast degrees of freedom in the system, which
demand a very short δt and limit the amount of real time that can be
simulated. For example, C-H bond vibrations in an atomistic
simulation. Also, bond vibrations in real molecules are far from
classical, although they are often treated as such in classical force
fields.
– We want to calculate the free energy as a function of some order
parameter - we will talk about this again when we talk about
chemical reactions.

• Two common ways to achieve this: (1) To add a penalty
term to the energy (Restraint) or (2) To use Lagrange
multipliers (Constraint).
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MD: Constraints
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MD: Constraints
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MD: Constraints
• In a restraint method, the total energy is increased when the
system deviates from the desired value of the order
parameter. A harmonic penalty is often used:

Here ξ might be a bond length or bond angle, for example
• This approach is most often used for free energy
calculations.
• The force constant k determines how close the system
remains to the desired value of order parameter. If k is too
low, the system can move too far from the desired value,
but if it is too high the time step has to be reduced. Finding
the appropriate k requires trial and error and is timeconsuming.
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MD: Constraints
• In a constraint method, the constraint is satisfied exactly
(within the limits of machine precision) along the
simulation. This is achieved by using Lagrange multipliers.
• For a holonomic constraint (i.e. one that depends only on
the atomic positions)
, we can write the
extended Lagrangian of the system as:

• From this we get the constraint force acting on atom i as:
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MD: Constraints
• The Lagrange multiplier λ is obtained from the condition
that
. Since the new value of ξ depends on the forces,
it is necessary to iterate at each time step.
• For example, if we use Verlet’s method, we have:

• The new positions must satisfy the constraint, which defines
the Lagrange multiplier. This can be easily generalized to
multiple constraints - there is one more Lagrange multiplier
per constraint, and one more constraint force.
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MD: Constraints
• The system of equations that defines the Lagrange multipliers is
nonlinear, and it is often solved iteratively. The most used algorithms
are:
– SHAKE (Ryckaert J.P., Ciccotti, G. and Berendsen, H.J.C., J.
Comput. Phys. 23, 327 (1977)) - uses Verlet’s method.
– RATTLE (Andersen, H.C., J. Comput. Phys. 52, 24 (1983)) - uses
the velocity Verlet algorithm.
• SHAKE has the advantage of dealing only with the positions (thus
reducing the number of variables in the iterative process). It can deal
with both rigid and non-rigid molecules. Eqns. of motion are similar to
those for monatomics and only involve Cartesian coordinates.
• RATTLE is, however, more precise and includes velocities explicitly useful, for example, for canonical MD.
• For the particular case of rigid water, the SETTLE algorithm (Miyamoto,
S, Kollman, P.A., J. Comput. Chem. 13,952) is a faster and more
precise alternative to SHAKE/RATTLE.
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SHAKE: AN EXAMPLE, TRIATOMIC ABC
MOLECULES
• Consider a triatomic ABC molecule (e.g. HCN, N2O, H2O, H2S, etc.)
which we treat as rigid, i.e. bond lengths ℓAB and ℓBC and angle θ are
fixed. The total force acting on an atom A is now the sum of the force
due to intermolecuar forces, FA(t), and constraint forces fAB(t) and fAC
(t) that ensure the bond lengths ℓAB and ℓAC remain fixed lengths.
Similarly for atoms B and C:
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MD: Constraints

A triatomic molecule ABC, showing the constraint forces
fAB, fBC and fCA used in the constraint dynamics method to
keep the bond lengths and bond angle fixed.
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SHAKE: AN EXAMPLE, TRIATOMIC ABC
MOLECULES
• The constraint forces must act along the bond or direction vector
and can be written:
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SHAKE: AN EXAMPLE, TRIATOMIC ABC MOLECULES
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MD: Other Ensembles
• Molecular Dynamics is, by nature, a microcanonical (NVE)
method: solving Newton’s equations of motion keeps the
system at constant energy.

• In most cases, however, we would like to control the
temperature and/or the pressure. Unlike MC, the extension
of MD to other ensembles is more complicated.

• The extension of MD to other ensembles often involves
adding extra degrees of freedom (‘thermostats’, ‘barostats’)
so that the compound system remains microcanonical, but
the system under study stays at constant T or T,P.
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MD: Other Ensembles
• As an example, let us consider canonical MD (NVT-MD).
– The first thing that comes to mind would be to periodically re-scale
the particle’s velocities. Indeed, since the temperature is related to
the mean kinetic energy (
), this would be an
easy way to keep T constant.
– In a velocity rescaling method, the simulation runs microcanonically
until the temperature deviates from the target more than a
predefined tolerance. When this happens, the particle’s velocities
are rescaled to make the temperature equal to the target.
– Velocity rescaling does not produce a true canonical ensemble. The
reason is that only the average of the kinetic energy is right, but not
its distribution. Properties that depend on fluctuations are especially
sensitive to this.
– It is possible, however, to prepare a constant-temperature system
using velocity rescaling and then run microcanonically. As long as
no velocity rescaling is done in the production part of the simulation,
it is OK. There are better options, though...
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MD: Other Ensembles
• As an example, let us consider canonical MD (NVT-MD).
– A better option than rescaling is to introduce a heat bath that
couples to the system to keep its temperature constant.
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• As an example, let us consider canonical MD (NVT-MD).
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MD: Other Ensembles
• There are also algorithms available for constant-pressure
simulations (‘barostats’), and even constant chemical
potential simulations (‘chemostats’). They tend to be
complex, though, so it is often a good idea to consider a
Monte Carlo method as an alternative for simulations in
those ensembles.
• More information about thermostats and barostats can be
found in Frenkel & Smit. Some references for MD with
constant chemical potential (GCMD, Reactive MD) are:
– Lupkowski, M. van Swol, F, J. Chem. Phys. 95, 1995 (1991)
– Papadopoulou, A et al., J .Chem. Phys. 98, 4897 (1993)
– Lísal, M, et al., J. Chem. Phys. 121, 4901 (2004)
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